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POTENTIAL BITCOIN PRICES: Why bitcoins could be worth thousands of dollars per
coin
“Oh, the hell with that. Just use Bitcoin, which is the currency on the Internet.” - Rush
Limbaugh
Bitcoin, or Money Over IP, is the world’s first decentralized censorship-resistant digital
crypto-currency based on cryptographic protocols.
Bitcoin empowers individuals to send any amount of money to anyone anywhere at
anytime without any risk of transfers or funds being impeded, frozen, seized or
confiscated in anyway and all for little or no fees.
Bitcoin is to money and currency what HTTP is to Internet traffic, email is to electronic
messages or Skype is to voice communications. Bitcoin is changing finance the same
way the Internet has revolutionized publishing and communications.
As more people and businesses, like WordPress, Reddit and MEGA Upload, adopt
Bitcoin for their transactions then network effects take place and there is an increase in
both speculative and transactional demand for bitcoins.

Gold has outperformed all major fiat currencies. Bitcoin has tremendously outperformed
gold.

The supply of bitcoins is limited by software code and cannot be changed. Thus, as
speculative and transactional demand increases the price rises. Some potential bitcoin
prices are:
[Get Investment, Marketcap, BTC prices from: http://www.runtogold.com/2012/12/
during-2012-fiat-currencies-and-gold-collapse-against-bitcoin/]
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Gold Resource Corp
4.5% Tulsa, OK $44.8B GDP’s
Western Union
Skype
Paypal (40% of Ebay)
4.5% of NYC’s $1.28T GDP
Mastercard (MA)
Visa (V)
7.5% of Internet’s $1.5T GDP
HSBC
7.5% of System D’s $11T GDP

4.5% of world’s $55.6T GDP
Fed’s Adjusted Monetary Base
FDIC insured bank accounts
165k tons of gold (5.82B oz) @ $1,650/oz
Tax haven bank accounts
Learn how to get started with Bitcoin at: FreeBitcoinGuide.com
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